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GENERAL MEETING. 
The Third Ordinary General Meeting of the session was held 

at the Institute Rooms, 57-59 Swanston Street, Melbourne, on 
25th July, 19o7, at 8 o'clock. The Vice-President, E. A. Bates, 
occupied the chair, and there was a good attendance of member 
and visitors. Apologies for non-attendance were received from 
Percy Oakden (V. P.), and Sydney Smith (F.) . 

Minutes. 
The minutes of the meeting held on 29th June were read by 

the Hon. Secretary, John Little (F.), and duly confirmed. 

Corresponbence. 
SYDNEY SMITH (F.) resigning his seat on the Council on 

account of inability to attend meetings. (The Council had ac-
cepted the resignation and had appointed W. A. M. Blackett (F.) 
to the vacant position. 

INSTITUTE or ARCHITECTS OF N.S. W., asking for copy of 
conditions of contract used by R.V.I.A. members, and enquiring 
whether such conditions had been approved by the Master 
Builders' Association, as the N.S.W. Institute intended to prepare 
conditions which might be applicable throughout the Common 
wealth and possibly New Zealand. (Copy forwarded with notific-
ation that conditions had been approved by Master Builders' 
Association.) 

[Reports 

A 
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Genera[ 11beettng. 

'Reports anb 3ournaLs 1Recetvea from lkinbrcb 
Institutes, with thanks. 

Institute of Architects of N.S.W. : Art and Architecture, 

Vol. IV., No. 3. 
American Institute of Architects : Proceedings of the Thirty- 

ninth Annual Convention, 1905. 
Wochenschrift des Architeckten : Vereins Zu Berlin (weekly): 

February 16th, 1907, to May 25th, 1907. 
Societa Degli Ingegneri e Degli Architetti Italiano (fort- 

nightly) : Bulletino, May 15th, 1907. 

election. 
W. A. M. Blackett (F.), and W. M. Campbell (F.), having 

been appointed scrutineers, a ballot taken in the case of Cedric 
H. Ballantyne (A.), A.R.I.B.A., a candidate for Fellowship; 
and in the case of Jeremiah James Meagher, a candidate for 
Associateship. The Chairman declared both Candidates to be 

duly elected. 

%cave of Absence to the fpresibent. 
The Chairman reported that the Council had that day grant-

ed three months' leave of absence to the President (Mr. Smart) 
who on account of ill health desired to take an extended holiday. 
(In our last issue we reported Mr. Smart's death, as he was 
about to take a trip to Queensland.) 

exhibition of Architecture, Arts, anb Crafts. 
W. M. Campbell (F.) reported that at a special meeting of 

the committee held on July 19th, the various sub-committees 
had been elected, and enquiries as to a suitable building in which 
to hold the exhibition were being made. 

[The conditions, adopted 15th October, are inserted in this 
issue on pages 94-96.—Ed. " Proceedings."] 
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Llectríc lantern. 
J. H. Harvey (A.) complained of the inadequate arrange-

ments for exhibiting lantern slides, and, at the request of the 
Chairman, undertook to procure information for the Council as 

to the cost of installing the electric light in a lantern which 

could be constantly ready for use. 

"T
HE ARCHITECTURAL 

j DEVELOPMENT OF 
MELBOURNE." 

I. SUBURBAN MELBOURNE. 

Paper read by BEVERLEY USSHER (F.) at the R.V.I.A. on 25th July, 1907. 
[The Lantern Slides, a selection of which are herewith illustrated, 

were exhibited by J. H. HARVEY (A.)] 

HE Hon. Joseph Carruthers, Premier of New South 
Wales, is reported to have exclaimed recently, "Oh, 
why can't we get that Melbourne man over to clean 
up Sydney?" We Melbournites have reason to be 
proud of our city and suburbs, in spite of the fact that 

we have but an ordinary Harbour. We have been fortunate in 
possessing some men of big ideas, from Surveyor Hoddle, whose 
persistence won us our wide streets, to Gardener Guilfoyle, who 
has done his best to beautify at least some of them. But Mel-
bourne is by no means beyond need of improvement, and our love 
for her must not blind us to the fact that from the great cities of 
the Old World and from those of the New, there are many points 
to be learned, and ideas well worth following to be gathered. 

America, that virile land in which cities seem to spring 
[up 
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up in a night, is full of object-lessons to those interested, not 
merely in the building of houses, factories and churches, but in 
their arrangement as cities and towns. There we see great cities 
that have, like the famous Topsy, "just growed"—and growed 
topsy-turvy too—and others whose proud and beautiful exis-
tence betray the care and forethought of master minds. 

AYOUT. A few words about the great importance of 
layout. In building a city, the ideal method would, 
of course, be to plan it out beforehand, just as one 
would plan a building ; but such a chance rarely of-
fers. How, for example, could the pioneers who 
laid the lines of the first streets of Melbourne, tell 
that at the dawn of the loth century the city and 

suburbs would have spread over an area of no less than 254 square 

miles? 
There are, however, a few interesting examples on record 

of cities having been laid out in accordance with a pre-conceived 
plan. Herodotus, for example—to take a case far back in history 
—has given us a noteworthy description of Babylon, which is 
most interesting in seeming to point to the fact that in the build-
ing of that splendid capital, layout was a first consideration. 
He describes the city as a perfect square, each side 15 miles in 
length, and the whole circuit 6o miles, surrounded first by a deep, 
wide moat, then by a wall 87 feet wide, 35o feet high, on each 
edge of which, like a parapet, ran a row of buildings facing each 
other, a street dividing, wide enough to turn a chariot and four 
horses. There were a hundred gates-25 on each wall and be-
tween every two of them three towers. A smaller wall was built 

within. 	The interior was cut up by fifty streets running in 
straight lines from gate to gate, 15 miles long and 151 feet 

broad. 
Perhaps Washington affords the most striking example of 

a modern city constructed on a deliberately pre-arranged layout. 
Khartoum is interesting on account of its historical associations. 
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Washington is a delight to the civic student, and its conception is 
certainly grand,—to my mind, the system on which it is con-
structed is almost perfect. The Capitol stands as a central, radi- 
ating point for many fine streets, whilst, from twelve carefully 
arranged circles, dart in every direction well planted thorough-
fares, the rays from one circle crossing those of its neighbours in 
a delightfully well-ordered fashion, and producing a combination 

of beauty and utility rarely, if ever, met with elsewhere. 
Curiously enough, since I began this paper, I came across in 

the "Cornhill Magazine" a fine description of the new town of 
Khartoum, which is rising on or near the spot where Gordon 

fell. Time will not permit me to read more than a brief quotation 

dealing with the layout :—"The  town is arranged according to 
a happy inspiration of Lord Kitchener's, in the form of the Union 
Jack. It was no unmixed evil that the former town was left a 
shapeless ruin ; it left a freer hand to those who had to plan a 
stately capital for the vast country which we have made it our 
business to reclaim. Broad streets stretch in every direction, 
rendering impossible forever the cramped and crooked lanes which 
are constant features of the Eastern town, and already they are 
ornamented by avenues of trees and skirted by some massive 
buildings. The market-place, one or two banks, the Courts of 
Justice, a few most unimposing shops, a new hotel, and some 
more than respectably built villas are visible; and further on the 
straight, brdad road leads out to the desert, where in the far dis-
tance are seen two or three handsome barrack buildings, the 
circle of forts that guards the town, and the ample parade grounds 
and shooting ranges which are fully occupied from early morning 
by the British, the Egyptian, and the Soudanese regiments." 

Zion City, by the way, is worth instancing as a fine example 

of layout. Whilst the late Elijah, John Alexander Dowie, may 

have failed to win our respect as a theologian, he certainly com-
mands our attention as a city surveyor. Mr. Dowie founded not 
only a religious body but a city, and it is possible that the latter 
may remain an object-lesson long after the former has been for- 

[gotten 
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gotten. What nobler idea could be imagined? The temple is 
in the centre, just enough park surrounding it to make a break 
between the buzz of the city and the quiet of the sanctuary, 
whilst all the main streets converge towards it. Had Mr. Dowie 
used his talents as effectually in his early years in Melbourne, we 
should not to-day have to regret that the chessboard plan was the 
only one deemed worthy of consideration. Great honour is due, 
however, to that wise surveyor who gave us streets broad and 
graceful enough for the finest city ever to possess. Had the 
system of radiation been adopted in the city itself, the suburbs 
in all probability would have followed suit. It is, of course, use-
less to cry over spilt milk, or to regret lost opportunities, but 
we can learn from these mistakes and build better in the future. 
It is unlikely that a Napoleon will rectify things as he did in 
Paris ; or that money can do it in London ; and we are certainly 
not anxious that such a calamity as gave San Franciscans the 
chance to remodel their city should befall Melbourne. But we 
are young yet, and will surely seize every opportunity that offers 
of improving our layout. 

Two points are worth noting in this connection—first, that 
the plan of a wheel laid upon a chessboard is the best for com-
merce, whilst the winding thoroughfares give facilities for pic-
turesqueness and beauty. Although not surveyed on the model 
principle, Melbourne certainly has the advantage over Sydney in 
layout, and I should like to read two or three verses in which 
Mr. Arthur Adams recently hit off the two points with which I 
am dealing—(r) the haphazard nature of layout, and (2) the dis-
advantages of winding thoroughfares for commerce. Says Mr. 
Adams, concerning George Street, Sydney :- 

He loaded up his bullock dray, 
And carelessly he picked his way— 

And in the grooves his cart-wheels made 
Ten thousand people tread to-day. 

All ways were his, with nought to guide ; 
The easy curving track he tried ; 

And yet behind his thoughtless wheels 
He countless generations tied. 
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As he his way out west essayed 
A grey metropolis he made. 

Walled in to all eternity, 
We follow where his bullocks strayed. 

With but his careless whim to serve, 
He let his lazy bullocks swerve ; 

And still between his gum-trees tall 
The impatient tram-cars twist and curve. 

As far as we are concerned perhaps our only opportunities 
will come with the cutting up of estates ; but let us cease to do 
this as we do it now in its very worst fashion. Straight streets 
running north and south are open to the prevailing and raging 
winds from either quarter, both of which gather up the dust until 
the atmosphere is intolerable. A winding street gives this dust no 
chance to rise. There is little trouble in streets running east 
and west unless they are too wide. The land owner may have to 
pay his surveyor a little more for laying out the streets in winding 
fashion, but the gain in extra frontages for sale will amply re-
pay the extra cost. The winding street has greater possibilities 
of beauty, and exerts an influence over the builders, who hardly 
miss the opportunities which open up by the varied aspect. 

The American system of laying out new suburbs furnishes 
us with an example well worth following. The idea prevails that 
the first thing we should do is to ruthlessly clear away everything 
of natural beauty in the shape of trees or shrubs. Then we cut 
a channel with a plough to mark the road and sell the land. In 
America, instead of destroying the shrubbery, they go straight 
to work and plant gardens throughout the streets. Instead of 
compelling the purchaser of a block to live in bare paddocks with 
bare roads and dangerous drainage they do their utmost as quick-
ly as possible to turn the place into a Paradise. The roads are 
well made and asphalted, the footpaths are laid throughout, 
while the drainage is as perfect as possible. Sometimes a pictur-
esque lodge guards the entrance to the quarter, whilst generally 
the district is free from the jerry builder. 

I notice that some of the suburbs in St. Louis—which were 

[naturally 
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naturally almost flat—had their streets dug out to about three 
feet, so that the houses on each side were sel: well up on terraced 
lawns, and matters of draining were thus rendered simple. 

The result of thoughtfulness on these points, when the es-
tate is settled, is most satisfactory. Our finest suburban streets 
are not to be compared with those across the Pacific, and they 
exist not only in isolated quarters, but are the general rule. 
Could you fill every available space in the Fitzroy Gardens with 
tasty houses, you might then have a section to compare with 

miles of streets in the States of America. 
We glory in the width of our streets, but if they have to 

remain dust heaps for a quarter of a century, and then to follow 
on as roughly metalled highways for another fifty years, we have 
not so much to boast of, after all. As one visiting wag re-
marked : "It is high time you Colonials mended your ways—par-

ticularly your highways." 	We hear of bad roads in America, 

and the charge is certainly true as regards Chicago, New York 
and San Francisco, where men seem to be so keen on making 
money that they have neither time nor inclination to make any-
thing else. But the newer cities are often blessed with the best 
asphalt along which the thousands of motors glide almost unheard 
and without the sign of raising dust. The footway, too, is often 
gardened on either side. I have measured palms with a 36 feet 
spread. It is a delight to walk the suburbs of Philadelphia, with 
its temperate foliage all ablaze with autumn tints, or of Los 
Angeles with its glorious semi-tropical foliage. 

These footpaths put our common, cracked, and crumbled ones 
to disgrace. They are constructed of concrete blocks about five 
feet square, which not only look better but last longer than our 
asphalt. Another advantage is that they are free from the des-
truction by roots, for if they are tilted up they are easily cleaned 
or if necessary replaced. A cracked block in a hundred of miles 

of such pathways is hard to find. 
In our Municipal Bye-laws, tree planting should be made 

compulsory, not only in the streets but on all vacant, as well as 

82 
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occupied blocks of land. Three trees of selected variety to each 
acre or part of an acre would be enough, and the cost no burden 
to anyone. If these trees were of good kinds the whole of our 
suburbs would become beautiful parks. But who of us does not 
know of half a dozen blocks of land which carry a perfect crop of 
agents' signboards, are strewn with kerosene tins and form the 
grazing grounds of wandering cows and fowls of the suburbanites? 
Should a landholder cultivate a beautiful garden the unimproved 
properties surrounding it tend to depreciate all his efforts. In 
America either the folk have more sense or the municipal author-
ities compel them to keep their gardens and lawns in good order, 
for seldom do you see such uniformly well-kept properties as 

these. 
Of course this is a fine country, but is not our liberty abused 

when hoardings are erected alongside of buildings which have 
cost thousands of pounds? This is particularly noteworthy on the 

St. Kilda Road in our own city. 

SUBMIT A PLEA FOR A DISTINCTIVE STYLE 
Having noticed the importance of laying out a city and its  

suburbs, let us consider for a little while the matter over 
which we have more immediate control—i.e., the plan-
ning and building of the individual houses which maze 
up the suburbs. The style of our suburban architecture 
has been moulded under the influence of the work most 
admired in England. But, whilst that outside influence 
is very evident, our social and climatic conditions—our 
blazing sun and our Australian habits of life—have re- 

sulted in the evolution of a style of architecture that cannot be 
called anything but our own. Taking it on the average, the so-
called (and wrongly called) Queen Anne style is, to say the least, 
poor, though now and again a clever architect has given us pleas-
ure in his designs ; but this is the exception. Architecture, here 

as elsewhere, must rise from that which we deem most ar-
tistic and expedient in the work of our predecessors, with such 

[adaptations 
~sm 
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adaptations as may be necessary to suit local conditions. But 
what we should strive for is an individual, distinctive style. 

In the best periods of European history architecture was a 
living force, and its development was as natural as the growth 
of a flower, until the Renaissance period, when its life was lost. 
From that period until to-day, architects have been free to work 
in any style. In Venice, on the Grand Canal, we can fairly 
well give the dates of all the principal buildings, from the 
early Byzantine, through the Gothic period to the fantastic Re-
naissance of the later periods. In Melbourne, if you walk along 
Collins Street, you may see attempts at almost every style from 

Egyptian to late Renaissance. There is no overpowering, com-
pelling effect in the architecture as a whole. It has lost its living 
continuity. If we could get some gleam of a common ideal, a 
mutual conception, and keep on steadily improving it, if ever so 
little, we should be on the way to a live architecture again. Alas, 
every man "gaes his ain gait" and the inevitable result is the 

degradation of architecture. 
We have, of course, examples of individual architects, men 

of plod and power, starting out with a distinct ideal of what a 
building should be, and developing it until they have achieved 
something like perfection—attaining a point at any rate from 
which others have taken their cue and endeavoured, as their 
disciples, to follow. The influence of such modern men as Rich-
ardson, Norman Shaw, Ernest George, and others to a lesser 
degree, has gone far to make styles almost living styles in their 

respective countries. 
I think that in connection with our suburban residences we 

are not without something of this spirit even in far off Australia. 
I feel, too, that whilst there is much that is most objectionable 
in our architecture, at the same time a gradual improvement is 
visible. We have developed from the stuccoed villa, with its 
cast-iron lean-to verandahs, to the best architecture of the pres-
ent day. At any rate the day of the blocked cement facings, and 
the general monotonous neutral colouring is gone, and, though we 
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cannot but regret the bad features of the prevailing style, there 
has undoubtedly been a tendency towards honest work, and the 
enhancement of the landscape with villas of richer colours. 

When I look back to the designing of numberless houses, I 
see myself ana others, step by step endeavouring to improve every 
house beyond its predecessors, and developing an individuality of 
style. Such development has not been the result of mere en-
deavour only, but has been accelerated by education and observa-
tion, principally by travel in England and foreign countries. Un-
fortunately the length of the journey to Europe and across to 
America is so great, that it is the few who can spare the time 
and the money necessary to undertake it. On the other hand, 
the difficulty of the undertaking forces a man to work like a slave 
when he does get the opportunity to study the great works abroad. 
Whilst at work in Europe, on several occasions, I came across 
the scholarship winners from many a great city of America—men 
who had graduated in their technical schools and had won for 
themselves a two years' travel at a thousand dollars per annum. 
Irr is easy to understand how great must be the influence on the 
architecture of the States, for each of these men to return home 
full to the brim with the best that Europe can give. Had we 
but some noble benefactor who would endow our city for all time 
with one such scholarship—say 42,000, which, invested securely, 
would annually send a man abroad for a two years' term at ;250 
a year—what an effect this would have on our architecture! 

Our Premier, Mr. Bent, has shown his wisdom in many 
things. If he would allow the Government cow to be milked for 
the development of our offspring, we fathers in architecture would 
bless his name, and what lustre would he not add to his already 

shining fame ! 
These, however, are but thoughts of the past and dreams 

for the future. Let us return to the present. It was against 
the general public wish that our later style came into vogue; but 
to-day a house without a red roof is considered old-fashioned. 
However, the style will run its course, and now that the jerry- 

[builder 
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builder—and some architects, too—are doing their best to ruin 
it by making wood-work as flimsy as possible, and building with-
out either feeling or grace, we must look forward to some new 
development. Along what lines shall we seek it? This is a 
question that should interest every one of us. My own opinion 
is that we should get away from a certain frivolity, which is per-
haps a part of our nature, perhaps in part the effect of our climate. 
We ought to aim, I think, at a stronger type of house, something 
with bolder lines, something less fussy in detail. 

We shall, of course, be met with opposition. History will 
repeat itself. As twenty years ago we met with strenuous oppo-
sition, so it is to-day, and a house with character in its lines, not 
conforming to the prevailing style, is severely criticised. This, 
however, is merely a matter of time—and perhaps not of a very 
long time, for public taste advances more quickly than it did 
twenty years ago—and in a little while we shall find the public 
turning their backs on the miscalled Queen Anne Villa, to accept 
only a house that is an individual home. Therefore, let us not 
be afraid to produce something distinctive, something far in ad-
vance of the average house of the day. Every house should be 
considered in relation to its own blcck. 	It should be 
the work of an artist who defies imitation, and should be of a 
style so far in advance of the speculation-builder, that he would 
be out of his depths if he dared to copy. 

For inspiration we might look to the best architects of 
England and America, and like them make our homes as attrac-
tive, as individual, and as little alike each other as possible. We 
must strike out with vigour until our suburbs are, to say the least, 
as interesting, as tasteful, and as good from an architectural stand-
point as the many fine suburbs of America and England. 

May I here offer a suggestion and a note of warning? From 
the neutral of former days, we are going to the other extreme 
in regard to colour. Everything is red, and red of two distinct 
tints. Again, while the tiles we have used have served their 
purpose well, they are not to be compared with Mitchem or 
Sherwood flat tiles, for appearance and colour. 

~Í. 
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Whilst travelling through America, I was struck with the 

value of the Californian red pine and cedar shingles used on 

houses of all classes, from the twenty thousand pound mansion of 
the millionaire to the cottage of the artisan. I have tried to 
introduce them in several of the suburbs of Melbourne, but with 
little success. Not that people would not like to have them, 
but on account of the old regulation against the use of shingle 
roofs in the bye-laws of the different municipalities. However, 
it may be pointed out that the old split hardwood paling shingle 
was the article intended to he prohibited, and not these shingles 
of the better type. Should any of you be interested in these 
shingles, not far from the Hampton Station we built a villa for 
Mr. J. Eggleston, Solicitor, which, in my opinion, has the most 
satisfactory roof in appearance of any I know. When it is re-
membered that the cost is less than that of iron, it is worth 
imitation in places where it may be allowed. Messrs. J. Sharp 
and Sons keep a good stock, and they cost 23/- per thousand, 
boo covering the square. They are, therefore, cheap and are far 

more water tight than a tiled roof. In California they cost X2/-
per square, including battens and oiling. Objection may be made 
to them on account of fire, but so little do the Insurance Com-
panies think of this that the rate is but 6d. per hundred extra. 

One of the great features of our homes of the near future 
is bound to be provision to allow of the occupants sleeping prac-
tically in the open-air, and yet retaining all the comforts of indoor 
life. As we are free from high winds and driving rain on the 
east, such rooms should be placed on that aspect. The great 
disadvantage will be the glare of the morning sun, but folk will 
have to turn their backs to it, or "rise with the lark." Of course 
when houses are sheltered from the prevailing,  winds such rooms 

may be arranged elsewhere with advantage. 
In these days of domestic servant troubles, our minds turn 

to some solution of the difficulty. It does not seem to me that 
it will be solved by the " residential chambers" system. I think 
that the best scheme suitable to our climate and our love for 

[our 
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our own castle, will be a circle of from eight to twenty houses, 
with all the comforts of home life, and a central block connected 
by covered ways with them. This block shall contain a common 
dining room, kitchen, laundry, and the servants' and manager's 
quarters, the latter providing all attendance. If desired the meals 
may be served in the private rooms as well. 
	 HERE are many minor matters which tend to the corn- 

fort of the community, and in particular the number- 
ing of the streets and houses might be mentioned. In 

4  most of the great cities of America it is a very easy 
matter to find any place. The best system numbers 

all streets running north and south, and all avenues east and west, 
or vice versa. New York, being a narrow island, starts down 
town at First Street, and nearly eight miles away you are at i6oth 
Street. The best portion down town retains the old fashion. 
The Avenues number 1st to r r th from the eastern water edge 
westward. For instance, should you wish to find a house No. 
Ioio Fifth Avenue, you will travel north until you come to the 
loth Street and then walk five houses on the even side. This 
is the system that practically belongs to American cities, with 

slight alterations and variations but not strictly kept to. In New 
York, where Broadway cuts the avenues at the acute angle so 
often illustrated in the "Flatiron," the houses are numbered 
east and west of it. As soon as a street is crossed the numbers 
start again a new hundred whether they finish or not in the 
last block. Wandering as a stranger, I found that once I had 
the direction of the numbering and knew the number of the house, 
I could drive along even on the darkest night without any 
inquiry or anxiety or even the assistance of a friendly policeman, 
for every house showed in plain figures what street I was coming 
to and how many more I had to pass. Thus No. 6090 shows 
that the next street is the 6ist street, and so on. No doubt we 
would not care to change the names of our streets, but no harm 
would be done if we were to adopt the name "Avenue" for all 
north and south thoroughfares and retain the name street for 
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those east and west. We could then number off in American 

fashion. Under our present system, if you are told that Jones 

lives in Hopetoun Avenue, Toorak, you have first to find out 

Toorak on the map (if you are lucky enough to possess one), 

then carefully search until you are nearly blind—and perhaps fail 
because your map is a year old and the muncipality has just 
changed the name of the street. In America, you scarcely need 
a map, for the Yankee is far too practical to sacrifice utility for 
the sake of honouring his governors by naming streets after them. 

OMETHING else about our Australian suburbs has 
struck me very forcibly—particularly when the heat 
bus been great—the fact that butchers' shops are al-
lowed in any part of the town, no matter how offen-
sive the smell may be. How disagreeable it must be to 
own some shops, and worse to have to live in one, 
when the butcher, without let or hindrance, moves 

alongside. 	There certainly should be a butchers' 
quarter under the strictest supervision, and such a quarter should 
be completely enclosed with fly wiring to make it absolutely safe. 
Each group of butchers' shops should have a common cool store, 
and a small destructor for superfluous and putrid refuse. 

I cannot help speaking of the Postal arrangements in our 
suburbs, and drawing one or two comparisons. German cities—
as Berlin and Dresden—open one's eyes to the stupidity of our 
great and costly pillar boxes a quarter of a mile apart. Instead 
of these in Berlin, at almost every corner, one can find a small 
blue box, about i8 inches x 8 inches x 12 inches, and it is inter-
esting to watch the ease and despatch with which they are cleared. 
The Departmental Officer arrives on his bicycle with a small bag, 
the iron rims of which are made to fit a pair of grooves beneath 
the box. By the turn of a key the bottom is released and the 
letters fall into the bag, and, quicker thun one can describe it, 
he is at the next box, a hundred yards away. Besides these 
blue boxes there are smaller red ones at frequent intervals, which 
are connected with the Post Office by pneumatic tube. Should 

[you 
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you wish hasty delivery, your letter will reach its destination 
within half an hour if within the city bounds. The charge for 
ordinary postage is much less than a penny, while through the 
quicker course it is about threepence. Another sensible arrange-
ment is the slot system for the purchase of all ordinary value 
postage stamps. 

EFORE closing I might speak of many matters, of 
parks, of gardens, of sewerage systems (and we 
could teach others how to ensure a fairly pure at-
mosphere), and of tramways, go-ahead and up-to-
date tramways, not like ours, whose only credit is 
that they are too slow to kill, and too clean to look 
obsolete. No doubt there are a number of things 

left unsaid, but I pray for forgiveness for being too long rather 
than too brief. 

II. MELBOURNE OF THE FUTURE. 

Abstract of remarks by ROBERT J. HADDON (F.), at the R.V.I.A., 
on 25th July, 1907. 

Mr. Haddon did not know why Mr. Campbell had assigned 
to him the subject of prophecy. The prophet's office was 
undoubtedly a very difficult one to fill, and his remarks that 
evening would be sure to lead to criticism, especially on the part 
of the younger members. 

The first thing that struck them was the truism that could 
not alter facts. The basic idea would remain, and the present 
and future must be influenced by it. He was inclined to think 
that Melbourne had been reasonably well laid out, and that it was 
a very fine city. A visitor saw at a glance its solidity, its energy, 
and its possibilities. He (the alleged visitor) could not fail to 
realize this stable character, if he came from the country or from 
a smaller State, and viewed the city along Collins Street 

westwards. 
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The second feature about Melbourne was the way in which 
" shanties " and great buildings were placed side by side. Carry-
ing this feature into the region of sociological science, the 
speaker realized that this was also true of all lives, and probably 
always would be. Entering the region of prophecy, he asked 
what was the tendency of the future ? In spite of the " simple 
life," the plain fact was that they could not live it. They were 
artificial, and they would live in this condition longer than the 
men who had lived the " simple life." He (the speaker) was 
glad to use spectacles and the electric light, because by their use 
he could see ; for without them he could not see half so well. 
The life of the future in Melbourne would be the artificial life. 
By obeying the laws which governed life, architects of the future 
would put into practice hygienic laws, and he thought that the 
municipal authorities should see that this was done. Dealing with 
" suburban " life, whilst the city itself grew more artificial, the 
suburbs should return to the " simple life." The trees, birds, 
and architecture in the suburbs should be characteristic of the 
suburb. A great factor in construction was revolutionising our 
architecture, and during the next few years great changes would 
be witnessed. Gothic work, for instance, was suggestive of 
deep recesses, and our feelings of beauty had been evolved from 
the " solid construction " idea. 	Armoured concrete had 
introduced a new factor, and thin walls would come in. These 
walls were stronger, they took up less room, were fireproof, and 
possessed an imperviosity of surface. They (the walls 1) would 
have a " big say " in the future of Melbourne. Dealing with the 
upsetting of their preconceived ideas of design, he ventured 
to think that time would change those ideas. As an illustration, 
when they modelled a panel they did not put the modern ship 
into it, but an old galley. No doubt it took a long time to see 
beauty in the new steamship. In the future, more than ever, 
encouragement would be given to banks, Government offices, 
and buildings of a like nature, these being of a solid and 

[permanent 
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permanent character. He took it that the jerry-builder could not 
last, and " instead of the tares being sown, the true wheat would 
come up." They heard of " returns " and " per centages," and 
whilst these were necessary, Melbourne should not altogether be 
influenced by them. True architecture aimed at something 
higher than merely good returns. The institution of the 
Saturday half-holiday was a protest against this idea, and yet the 
holiday did not return any real interest. They didn't live by 
bread alone, and they wanted something more than " divi." The 
question of " surface," too, would come to the front. With the 
clays they had in Australia, there was a grand future in the 
development of ceramic art. When clay was modelled 
and coloured it presented the most impervious surface. 
Poles for electrical wire, too, must be put under-
ground, because by their obtrusion in the streets the 
views of many good buildings were spoiled. All their roads 
also would have to be " shells," with the underpart used by 
trollies and vehicles of communication, the upper portion being 
left 'comparatively free. Dealing with the artistic aspect of their 
buildings, he realised that people would continue to advertise. 
By all means let them do so. If he built a shop, he would make 
provision for advertising, and work it into the building in an 
artistic manner. Even by the " lettering " itself, they could 
impart a wonderful feeling of emotions. There was a " giddy " 
letter, and there was a ` ` solid " letter. In future, laws would he 
enacted so that any man would not set up his " kingdom" at 
the expense of the man next door. The speaker advocated the 
creation of a Court of Design consisting of two experts, with 
power to review all designs for new buildings. These experts 
should be men who had travelled, and in case they could not 
agree, they should have power to appoint a third man. A model 
of the City of Melbourne should be made to scale, and placed in 
a large room. When drawings of a new building were submitted 
to the authorities, the juxtaposition of this building with its 
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fellows could be at once perceived, and the artistic effect judged. 
He thought the future of Melbourne was in the mind of the 
" dreamer." He defined the " dreamer " as the man who could 
see in the marble all that anyone else could get out of it. 	The 
architects who saw Melbourne great were they who were deter-
mined to do their part faithfully and with integrity. 

Vote of Chanks. 
F. J. Davies (F.), in moving a vote of thanks to Mr. Ussher, 

for his paper ; to Mr. Haddon, for his remarks ; and to Mr. 
Harvey for illustrating Mr. Ussher's paper, advocated the 
adoption of fire-resisting construction wherever possible. He 
was, however, afraid that Mr. Haddon's dreams were not likely 

to be realised yet a while, especially those with regard to under-

ground roads. 
W. M. Campbell (F.), in seconding the vote, said Mr. Ussher 

had shown them what was being done in other parts, whilst Mr. 
Haddon had made them think of what might be. 

In responding, Mr. Ussher said that in going round the 
world there was much to see, and he thought it was not difficult 
to speak about the things which he had seen. 

Mr. Haddon, in defending his remarks concerning under-
ground roads, said that he was not altogether a dreamer. Lon-
don and Paris were already solving the difficulties of transit by 

going underground. 
Mr. Harvey was glad that his efforts at the lantern were 

appreciated. 	He would always do his best to illustrate the 

papers read at the Institute meetings. 



THE ROYAL VICTORIAN 
INSTITUTE OF ARCHI-
TECTS. 

AUSTRALIAN NATIVES' EXHIBITION, 1908, 
MELBOURNE. 

COURT OF ARCHITECTURE, ARTS, AND CRAFTS. 

Conditions adopted 15th October, 1907. 

THE use of the North-West Gallery of the Melbourne Exhibi-
tion Building has been obtained' from the committee of the 

"A.N A. Exhibition, igo8," and the R.V.I.A. Exhibition of 
Architecture, Arts and Crafts will he held during its currency 
(commencing 25th January, 1908, and to be continued for four 
weeks.) A section of the court will he occupied by the exhibits 
of the Technical Art Teachers' Association of Victoria. 

The co-operation of every member of the R.V.I.A. is earnestly 
invited. 

Below are the general conditions and sections :- 
GENERAL CONDITIONS. 

i. The Committee reserves the right to reject any contribu-
tion it may consider unworthy of exhibition. 

2. Each drawing must have legibly written on the back thereof 

the name and address of the Author. A ticket bearing the same 
information must also be attached to the back by a string long 
enough to allow the ticket to hang over in front of the drawing. 

3. No copy of any kind will be admitted except in section f. 
Measured Drawings must be from actual Measurement by the Ex-
hibitor. 

4. All drawings must be suitably mounted on stretchers, 
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cardboard, or other stiff material, and frames are optional and 
are to he subject to the approval of the Flanging Committee. 

5. The Committee will take every care of the exhibits, but 
will not be responsible for any loss or damage to same. 

b. All exhibits must be removed within three days after the 
close of the Exhibition. The Committee will return exhibits re-
ceived from the country or other States, provided that postage is 
sent to defray cost. 

7. The work of any Architect, Draughtsman, Pupil, or 
Designer in Architecture, or of any Designer or Craftsman in 
Applied Arts, may be submitted for exhibition. 

8. Entry forms may be obtained on application to W. A. 
M. Blackett, the Hon. Secretary, R.V.I.A. Court, A.N.A. Exhi-
bition, (see clause io), and all entry forms are to be delivered 
to him before the 18th December, 1907. 

9 All exhibits must he delivered at the North-West Gallery, 
Exhibition Building, Rathdown-street, Melbourne, legibly directed 
"The Hon. Secretary, R.V.I.A. Court, Section 	, A.N.A. 
Exhibition, 1908," between the 13th and 17th days of January, 
1908 inclusive. All charges to be prepaid by Exhibitor. 

io. All communications should be addressed to Mr. A. W 
M. Blackett, the Honorary Secretary, Exhibition Committee of 
the R.V.I.A., 237 Collins Street, Melbourne. 

SECTIONS. 
a. Designs for Public Buildings, Business Premises and 

Warehouses. 
b. Domestic Work and Garden Design. 
c. Ecclesiastical Work. 

NOTE.—The above exhibits will include not only Scale 

Drawings, but also any Details, Perspectives, Photographs, 
Models, etc., connected with such work. 

d. Sketches of Architectural Subjects in any medium. 

e. Architectural Photography, and Illustrations of Archi-
tecturai Subjects. 

f. Students' Work :- 
Measured Drawings, Details, and Designs. 

[ g. Drawings 
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Drawings showing details of construction. 

h. Designs for Furniture and Decorative Work, etc., in- 

cluding :— 

Furniture and Fitments 
Mural Decoration 
Modelling and Wood-carving 
Memorial Tablets 
Heraldic Work 
Leaded and Stained Glass 
Metal Work 
Majolica and Pottery 
Leather Work 
Book-binding 
Posters 
Decorative Needlework 
Decorative Treatment of Australian Flora and Fauna. 

i. Executed examples of the work mentioned in section h 
and of other forms of applied Art Work. 

Specimens of Applied Art, executed in the Technical 

Colleges and Schools of Victoria. 

Intending Exhibitors in Section i are requested to furnish 

particulars of proposed exhibits before making application for 
space. The names of Designer and Craftsman must appear on 

all exhibits in this class. 
JOHN LITTLE, 

Hon. Sec., 

Royal Victorian Institute of Architects. 

57-59 Swanston Street, 
October 16th, 1907. 
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The students of the R.V.I.A. formed themselves into a 
Society for mutual assistance and advancement in the study of 
architecture in March of the present year. 

Rules were then drawn up which were approved by the 
R.V.I. A. Council, and a syllabus was printed. The Society held 
its first ordinary general meeting on May i4th, at which there 
was a very large attendance of students and members of the 
R.V.I.A. Business was dispensed with for the occasion, several 
musical items were rendered, and an excellent supper was pro-
vided by Mr. C. A. D'Ebro, Vice-President, who was the chair-
man for the evening. 

At the subsequent meetings (which are held every first and 
third Tuesday), the various competition designs are discussed, 
short papers are read by members, and lectures are given by 
experts on various subjects. 

Five competitions have been held, the record number of exi-
tries being 43 in any one competition. The first was for a 
Leaded Glass Window, prizes amounting to two guineas being 
given by Mr. A. Fischer. In order to show the students the re-
quirements of leaded glass design, Mr. Fischer gave a very in-
structive lecture, and invited the members to inspect his factory 
and designing room. 

The second competition was for Designs for Tiles for the 
Australian Tesselated Tile Co., which offered five guineas in 
prizes. The company arranged a very interesting visit to their 
works at Mitcham one Saturday afternoon, the machinery being 
kept working for the benefit of the visitors. The process of 
manufacture was explained, and the students were invited to par-
take of a welcome repast. The kindly thought displayed by this 
portion of the programme was much appreciated. 

A third competition for a Four-roomed Lodge was next held, 
a prize of one guinea being given by Mr. E. A. Bates. 

[Competitions 
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Competitions for heading pieces for the R.V.I.A. Journal 
of Proceedings and a Cover for a journal the Society is arrang-
ing for publication at the end of the year followed. At present 
several members are competing for a Design for Decorating and 
Furnishing the Institute Rooms, prizes of one guinea each being 
given by Messrs. J. A. B. Koch and J. J. Clark, and half a 

guinea each by Messrs. W. A. M. Blackett and R. J. Haddon. 

The Society has been an unprecedented success, its roll has 
now passed the half century, and it shows every prospect of 
playing an important part in the Architectural History of Mel- 

bourne. 



THE 20th CENTURY CATHEDRAL. 

Being a Lecture delivered before the Natal Institute of Architects, by 
MR. WILLIAM LUCAS, F.R.V.I.A., President, on 16th August, 
1907. 

(A large number of Designs submitted for Liverpool Cathedral were 
shown.) 

[Mr. Lucas, one of the founders of the R.V.I.A. at its incorporation, 
was for some years the Hon. Treasurer of our Institute. In the early 
nineties he left Victoria for South Africa, and was for a lengthened period 
engaged in exploration and Christian Mission work on the Zambesi. 
Receiving the honour of Fellowship of the Royal Geographical Society, 
he subsequently practised his profession in Natal, restoring the Ladysmith 
Town Hall after its devastation during the Boer war, and winning in com-
petition, and afterwards carrying out the design for the Pietermaritzburg 
General Post Office. Two or three years ago he, along with other practicing 
Architects, founded the " Natal Institute of Architects," and, as noted 
above, is its President for 1907.—Ed. " Proceedings."] 

I N the course of his remarks Mr. Lucas claimed that the Cathe- 
dral now being erected at Liverpool was most unique, and 

would exceed in size every other in England. It was in 1901, 
twenty-five years after being created a see, that Liverpool church-
men, under the leadership of their new Bishop, Dr. Chavasse, 
bent themselves to realising the vision of a cathedral; and after 
the usual battle of the sites secured St. James' Mount for 
£20,000. It was determined that in this generation the cathe- 

dral 
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dral should be completed, and form a new land-mark from every 
point in the Mersey. The original conditions for competitive 
designs were criticised on the grounds that no processional as-
sessor was stated and that the style was confined to Gothic. 
This was amended so that designs would be considered in any 
style, and Messrs. Norman Shaw and G. F. Bodley appointed 
assessors. A great point was accommodation for a vast audience. 
The crux of the position for competitors was to provioe space, 
and yet to obtain the essential traditional requirements of every 

Anglican Cathedral. 
Either specimens of executed work, or ideal design, were 

welcomed in the preliminary competition, from which the asses- 
sors were to select several for the final contest on definite lines. 
One hundred and three portfolios were received (including 33 of 

specially designed cathedrals) viz., 77  from England, 8 from 

Scotland, i from Ireland, i from Australia, and i6 from the Con- 
tinent and United States. It was essentially a competition to 
arouse the hope of juniors; since it was not only to Liverpool, 
but to the world, that Elmes—a young man of 25—had con- 
tributed the classic hail of St. George. The month of the com-
ing of age of the grandson of Sir Gilbert Scott, the Gothic re- 
vivalist, who was destined to be the future architect of the new 
cathedral, the advertisement of the competition appeared. Some 
four months before when the scheme was determined on, he de- 
cided at so exceptionally early an age to cast the great die of his 
life. He therefore threw himself with almost Titanic effort, both 
on the Continent and in England, into the study of the problem, 
as well as of the works of his eminent grandfather and skilful 
father. The eldest son of Sir Gilbert really closed his life to the 
world and his family through mental trouble at the age of 43, 
when the only son was a child of three. If ever a lad taught 
his fellows a lesson it was the lad of 16 as he stood 'at the open 
grave of his long-lost father, determined that the torch of archi-
tecture, so pathetically handed him from two generations, should 
not be put out. The selection of the five for the final contest 
was a surprise to the profession; though three of the number, 
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and one in particular, had done extensive and exceptionally good 
work. The pre-eminent claim of these five, the assessors stated, 
consisted in the drawings showing their designers to be capable 
men, giving evidence of considerable knowledge of old work, 
great care in design, and originality of a sound and practical 
nature. Instead of endeavouring to evolve a design from the 
latest development of Gothic, Scott's mind went hack to the 
genesis of the vaulting of the style; and determined that his key-
note should be solemnity which, as he said in his report, should 
include dignity, grandeur, and simplicity. The award stated 
that in the set of drawings selected were found the qualities 
looked for pre-eminently shown, and could not but have the 
first place And so well met did the assessors consider these 
requirements, that the only modification they suggested was a 
large choir-end window instead of the circular light shown. The 
character of the design, when linked with the discovery of the 
youthfulness of the designer—he being then just za—so startled 
the committee that they did not seem like accepting the award 
and entrusting the work to the author. It was, however, re-
solved to do so, and an arrangement was come to with Mr. 
Bodley, one of the assessors, to act as joint architect with Mr. 
Scott. The Bishop, referring to the matter, considered the frank 
and generous spirit in which Mr. Scott had met the suggestions 
of the committee augured well for the future. Considerable gen-
erosity having been forthcoming, Earl Derby giving £io,000, 
the Freemasons an equal sum and numerous other munificent 
gifts totalling over ,200,000; the foundation stone was laid by 
the King in July, 1904. Since then the vast choir and lofty tran-
septs with their twin towers have been slowly but surely rising, 
and showing in visible form the possibilities that are capable 
of development by the master-mind from apparently the most 
threadbare subject. The magnitude of the scale and the few-
ness of the units were not the least remarkable features of the 
design. The total length is 460 feet, or nearly twice the frontage 
of the new G.P.O., Maritzburg. The nave and choir have a clear 
height of 116 feet, which, by the way, is 8 feet higher than 

[the 
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the 'top of the flagstaff of the new G.P.O. from the ground; 
while between the transepts there is the majestic height of i6o 
feet, i.e., some 20 feet higher than the City Town Hall. The area 
of the nave and crossing will be sufficient to accommodate 8000 
persons. It is, however, the negations of the design that are 
so remarkable. Being of a nature evincing unusual traditional 
regard, the author boldly turns the generally accepted features 
of both plan and elevation rightabout. Twin towers are placed 
at the east, instead of the west, of nave, and made the loftiest 

portions. The single tower customary for the crossing and of 
great height, is dwarfed and almost absorbed at the west. The 
relative heights of nave and transepts are reversed ; while the 
nave and choir are studiously alike and their arches exception-
ally lofty in proportion to the total height. The early barrel 
vaulting that was so general, and the unique axial vaulting, are 
alternately adopted in alternate bays; while the absence of large 
pronounced gables and consequent omission of mass of con-
tinuous roofing surface, add to its many remarkable negations 
To a most marked degree the peculiarities of the site and the 
individuality of the design harmonise. 

Professor Simpson, one of the ablest of the rival competitors, 
claimed that this cathedral, which bears no resemblance to any 
other in the world, is in its way almost as grealt a work of art 

as St. George's Hall, and is stamped by an originality without 
a trace of affectation rarely met with in modern architecture. 

Mr. Lucas also reviewed the chief points of several of the 
other designs, of which he had illustrations ; and at the close of 
his remarks the opportunity was taken to tender good wishes to 
Mr. Lowell Mason—a pupil of one of the Institute's members—
who is leaving for England and America next week for further 

architectural experience and study. 



EVIEWS OF NEW 
BOOKS, ETC. 

" THE PRINCIPLES OF ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN." 
Percy L. Marks (Swan Sonnenschein and Co. Ltd., 1907). 

Curiously enough, the present is a work similar in nature to 
Mr. Belcher's " Essentials in Architecture," but wheras the latter 
work was written (as we have stated) for the public, this book is 
intended for the architect, and therefore demands closer criticism. 
Mr. Marks is well known as the author of " The Principles of 
Planning." The scrappy nature of that work has unfortunately 
been introduced into this later book. The illustrations are numer-
ous, but are mostly of inferior quality and appear to have been 
roughly traced in black and white from photographs, to produce 
line-block work. In the "process" work some of the designs have 
been greatly reduced and are comparatively worthless. On plate 
XVI. is a sketch of the angle of the National Mutual Life "cor-
ner " in Collins-street, Melbourne, so small that it serves no pur-
pose. Illustrations of large works, however, are frequent, and 
the architects' names are inserted where possible. The subject 
is divided into two parts : I.—Exterior Design, and II.—Interior 
Design, the whole consisting of 20 chapters. In the subject of 
Exterior Design, some of the processes involved in the making 
of a good design will prove profitable reading, especially those 
dealing with works of a public nature. It is in his domestic work 
that the author is not at his best. On page 68 appears " a 
severely practical elevation" of a two-story double-fronted house. 
Stage by stage he "amends" it. The plain well-overhanging eaves 

are first attacked, and three courses of brick corbelling appear 

in one case, and corbels (which will not space equally) are shewn 

as an alternative "improvement" in the other. The window case-

ments are then " ̀ improved." They first lose their transome lights 
through which efficient ventilation might have been obtained, and 

[are 
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are replaced by ordinary hung sashes, mostly in " bays " of flat, 
semi-circular, or octagonal form. In one case, a flat projecting 
bay is perched on another of octagonal form in very uncanny man-
ner, whilst, in what is termed "the more fully developed" facade, 
the semi-circular on plan windows, besides being expensive to 
make, would never carry the flat arch, semi-circular on plan, which 
is shewn. But enough. It is a pity the author didn't "improve" 
this facade himself, instead of entrusting the task to the office-

boy. 
Turning to the portion of the work dealing with Interior De-

sign, the author treats lighting and the use of lead lights, scale, 
balance, and colour, and refers at length to staircases. On page 
213 he gives the height to the top of the handrail as 2ft. gin. 
above the nosing of the step (which is correct measurement), 
whereas on page 216 he figures the height from the middle of the 
tread to the bottom of the handrail as 2ft. loin. As this latter 
dimension ignores the depth of the handrail (even if otherwise 
correct) it is much safer to adopt the first method of calculation. 
In the latter illustration is shewn a method of screwing the bal-
usters to the outside of the cut string, which seems unhappy, 
whilst the attenuated balusters would never carry the handrail. 
The author on page 236 advocates the use of "Elliptical on Plan" 
columns, as end supports of the long beams when the major axis 
of the column is in a line with the length of the beam. The square 
shaft if used, might have its "too ponderous" appearance taken 
away by the use of pier mirrors or of panelling ! ! 

" THE STUDIO YEAR BOOK OF DECORATIVE ART." 
1907. 

This annual, published as a "Guide to the Artistic Construc-
tion, Decoration and Furnishing of the House," is replete with il-
lustrations by architects of repute of domestic architecture, interior 
arrangements, furniture, firegrates and mantelpieces, walls and 
ceilings, stained glass, embroidery and textile fabrics, pottery, 
porcelain, table glass and metal work and garden furniture. At 
the end are chapters on modern decorative art in Germany and 
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in Austria. Each division throughout is prefaced by a short in-
troductory note. The volume as a record of the year's art is 
equal to any of its predecessors. 

" ROYAL SCOTTISH ACADEMY."—Special Spring Num-
ber, 1907 (The Studio). Edited by Charles Holme. Contains 
forty reproductions in colours of the work of prominent members, 
during the last eighty years, in addition to eight portraits and four 
facsimile letters. The history of the Academy—which was foun-
ded in 1826—is carefully written by Mr. A. L. Baldry. The illus-
trations, produced in the best style of the "Studio," are character-
istic of the Northern clime, and mostly represent scenes with 
misty atmosphere effects. When, however, an opportunity pre-
sents itself as in "A Moorish Possession," by Arthur Melville, 
an atmosphere of rarity is effectively treated. 	The pictures 
generally are of Scottish subjects, mostly by well-known artists. 

[Attention is directed to the "Exhibition of Architecture, 

Arts, and Crafts," conditions for which appear on page q¢ of 

the present issue. Everyone interested in the " Proceedings" in 

Australia or New Zealand is invited to co-operate with the 

Committee in making this—the first Exhibition held under the 
auspices of the R. V.I.A.—a pronounced success. It was intended to 

procure exhibits from Great Britain, the Continent and America, 
but on this occasion the time is insufficient.—Ed." Proceedings. "] 
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